HOARDING
BY LINDSEY KONKEL

What happens
when clutter
gets out of
control—it’s
not what you
see on TV
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people in the
U.S. suffer from a
compulsive need
to hoard.

Jill Barron* of Wisconsin was always a saver.
She kept class notes from junior high well into
adulthood, along with candy wrappers for craft
projects, recipes she thought she might one day
make and comics that gave her a smile.
Seven years ago, after her daughter was born,
Jill began buying up a storm: clothing, shoes and
toys for her newborn to use in the future. Within
a year, Jill’s home became packed with piles of
possessions. Soon, she could no longer walk
through her basement, entertain in her dining
room or prepare food at her kitchen counter. Still,
she couldn’t bring herself to throw or give
anything away.
Jill is one of the up to 15 million Americans
who suffer from compulsive hoarding. While
most homes have a junk drawer or two, and
millions of people enjoy collecting items they
feel drawn to—studies show kids as young as 25
months doing this with stuffed animals—hoarding is a different matter.
Compulsive hoarders have an uncontrollable
need to acquire. They collect vast amounts of
items, which often have little or limited value and
store them haphazardly. They form such powerful
emotional attachments to these possessions that
they can’t discard them, even when living spaces
become unusable—like Jill’s kitchen counter.
“People often ask when clutter crosses the
line,” says Gail Steketee, Ph.D., a professor of
social work at Boston University and coauthor of
the book Stuff: Compulsive Hoarding and the
Meaning of Things (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt,
2010). “Any level of clutter that causes distress
and prevents you from daily activities can be
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considered a hoarding problem.”
Hoarders often share a set of other
problems, such as great difficulty with
organization and decision-making in
every part of their lives, from paying
bills to keeping appointments. Hoarders
often get distracted or lost and show up
late more frequently than non-hoarders.
Compulsive buying is also common
for hoarders, who tend to acquire goods
on impulse—without thinking about
the cost of yet another new lamp or

where they will put it, says Stuff
coauthor Randy Frost, Ph.D., a professor
of psychology at Smith College, in
Northampton, Massachusetts.
While hoarders may be embarrassed to have others see their homes
or feel upset about their disorganization, they typically resist attempts to
reduce their hoards—even when
family members are deeply distressed.
To hoarders, “it can feel like they are
throwing away part of their identity,”

says Steketee. “These objects become
an important part of their lives.”

How to Help a Hoarder

Television shows like Hoarders
(on A & E TV) have raised awareness, but their tactics may be misguided, say experts. Forced overnight cleanouts can be traumatic
for someone with a hoarding
problem. And bringing in cleaners
to tote away the trash is usually
only a temporary fix. “Nine times
out of 10, the house will go back
to the way it was within months,”
says hoarding researcher Randy
Frost, Ph.D. For lasting change,
the hoarder needs to want help,
be motivated to change and be
involved in the cleanout process.”
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Why the Reality
Shows are Wrong

If someone you love is a hoarder—or
you’re worried you have the tendency—
take heart. Although hoarding is a
challenging disorder, experts have
developed effective strategies. First,
tempting as it may be, don’t clean out a
hoard without permission. The hoarder
needs to help decide which items to toss
and which to save. Be empathetic;
hoarders feel strongly about their
possessions. Give it time, too. “It takes
six months to two years to make good
progress on changing the way a hoarder
thinks about and behaves toward her
possessions,”says Steketee.
And consider expert help. Cognitive behavioral therapy that aids with
organizational strategies, decisionmaking and breaking the attachment
to possessions can help. Treatment is
available one-on-one, in group form,
online and through self-help manuals.
In Frost and Steketee’s renowned
program, based on their Compulsive
Hoarding and Acquiring: Therapist Guide
(Oxford University Press, 2006) and its
accompanying workbook, a trained
therapist or coach helps the hoarder
develop better organizational skills and
slowly make decisions about their

Collector or Hoarder?
Take our online quiz and
find out if your possessions are ruling you. Visit
healthcommunities.com/
hoardingquiz for more.

collected items. The therapist also
accompanies the hoarder on “nonshopping” trips.” So, someone like Jill
may browse in a craft or toy shop, but
must leave the store without making a
purchase. “In time, most people realize
they can live without that item they
wanted so badly,” says Frost.
For Jill, who began seeing a counselor trained in hoarding treatment last
January at Rogers Memorial Hospital,
in Oconomowoc, Wisconsin, it’s a work
in progress. Over the year, her counselor helped her overcome her anxiety
about letting go of possessions and
organizing her home. So far, she’s
cleared about 50 bags of clutter from
her home, and can now walk through
her basement and see most of her
dining room table. Thanks to the skills
she’s developed and the support she’s
received, Jill feels confident that she
will succeed in decluttering completely.
As she explains: “My new motto is
keep the best and get rid of the rest.” L
*Jill’s name has been changed to protect her privacy.
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